Stylish, compact and manageable, the Omnino 5 takes all-in-one computing to the next level

The distinctive style of the Omnino 5 is based on proven technology and embodies three decades of performance, flexibility, style and manageability from Viglen.
The Omnino 5 is an integrated all-in-one PC from Viglen created with the benefit of three decades of design knowledge. Drawing on our own experience as well as listening closely to our customers’ requirements, the Omnino 5 combines key vectors of performance, flexibility, style, manageability and value, resulting in a versatile computer that’s equally suited to single-desk and whole organisation deployments.

Performance
Based on proven technology from Viglen and Intel®, the Omnino 5 harnesses the power of Intel® Core™ processors. The result is a scalable PC which can be deployed for multiple roles.

Usable
We’ve created the Omnino 5 to be an effective desktop PC on everybody’s desk. The integrated design features a 21.5” or 23” LED display which is as bright as it is power efficient without the need to increase the physical size of the chassis. Features such as the built-in webcam and integrated multimedia and WiFi make the Omnino 5 as easy for deployment as it is for your users.

Multimedia
The Omnino takes desktop multimedia to the next level with HD audio built into every system and dedicated stereo speakers providing a much clearer audio image than a single internal speaker. Intel® HD graphics takes care of the visuals effortlessly and an accessible HDMI port means a second display can be enabled in moments.

Style
The toughened TFT display is not just eye-catching, but facilitates easy cleaning, while the body shell of the Omnino looks good, keeping components and cables secure and keeps fingers out.

Manageability
With support for Intel® vPro technology, the Omnino 5 promotes the key advantages of managed computing. You’ll enjoy enhanced performance, manageability and security, without compromising the style and versatility of the Omnino 5.

Flexibility
The Omnino 5 is based on industry-standard thin mini ITX motherboards, giving the widest possible choice of processors and storage as well as integrated multimedia and connectivity. Select your preferred motherboard to optimise configuration for budget, manageability, performance or life cycle without having to deploy different all-in-one PCs to meet your requirements.

Environment
An all-in-one PC offers a highly attractive environmentally-aware computing option, because the base unit and monitor operate from a single power supply, reducing the overall power consumption. The Omnino 5 goes a step further with T-series Intel® Core™ processors and an LED display, both designed to minimise power consumption. When combined with existing hardware and software power efficiency measures including Energy Star 5 certification, the Omnino 5 becomes an exemplary environmentally-aware PC.

Secure
Your IT investment is important and keeping it secure is a primary concern. The Omnino 5 includes a Kensington-style security locking point and options for a desktop locking pillar as well as Viglen’s flexible asset tagging and security services which mean that you can protect your investment without compromising access.

Value
The versatility of the Omnino 5 and its large display gives you access to tomorrow’s computing, today. Our fully customisable design means you can specify exactly the components you need without paying for those you don’t.

Description
- **Chassis**
  - Integrated AIO form factor with 100mm VESA mounting
- **Operating System**
  - Windows 8 Pro
  - Windows® 7 Professional
- **Processor**
  - Latest Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or i7 and Pentium®
- **Memory**
  - Up to 16GB DDR3
- **Motherboard**
  - Choice of Viglen and manageable thin mini ITX motherboards
- **Hard Drive**
  - SATA Hard Drive and Solid State Drive options
- **Audio**
  - Integrated multichannel High Definition
- **Network**
  - Integrated Gigabit Ethernet, 802.11b/g/n WiFi (optional, factory fit only)
- **Graphics**
  - Integrated Intel® HD
- **Optical Drive**
  - Slim DVD Writer Drive
- **Webcam**
  - Integrated webcam in monitor bezel
- **Input**
  - 105-key USB2.0 keyboard and optical mouse with optional upgrades
- **Power Supply**
  - 120W AC adaptor
- **Security**
  - Standard: Kensington locking point
  - Optional: security pillar, asset tagging and security marking
- **Display**
  - 21.5 or 23 inches
  - Native resolution: 1920 x 1080
  - Brightness: 300cd/m²
  - Contrast ratio: 1000:1
  - Response Time: 5ms
- **Dimensions (H x W x D)**
  - 320 x 520mm x 200mm

* depends on motherboard choice
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